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Value-added textiles fear exports to crash amid liquidity crunch 
KARACHI: The value-added textile sector as well as exports will crash if the government 
continued with its anti-industry policies like suspension of zero-rating regime, hike in 
utilities tariffs, industry officials said on Thursday. 
 
“We have had enough of false promises of ministers and the FBR (Federal Board of 
Revenue), and the industry has been pushed on the verge of closure,” said Javed Bilwani, 
Chariman Value Added Textile Exporters Association, at a joint press conference. 
 
Associations representing the entire textile value chain attended the conference, 
including All Pakistan Textile Mills Association. 
 
“We are tired of U-turns taken by finance minister, adviser on commerce, and chairman 
FBR. The industrial units are closing and people are thinking of moving their 
investments abroad”. 
 
The industrialists demanded immediate restoration of zero rating - No Payment No 
Refund System, clearance of payments of pending refund claims of sales tax, reduction 
in utilities tariff and uninterrupted supply of gas and electricity. 
 
“Exporters fear their precious liquidity taken away by the government in the shape of 
sales tax would be completely stuck and excessively delayed because the FBR has also 
failed to achieve its revenue collection target,” Bilwani said. 
 
“If the government does not realise the gravity of the situation and exporters refunds 
are not released on war-footing basis, the textile exports will completely collapse 
leading to enormous flight of capital, massive layoffs, and uncontrolled unemployment”. 
 
Bilwani said the government had failed to refund sales tax claims under FASTER ((Fully 
Automated Sales Tax e-Refund)system of textile exporters as per commitment that the 
refund claims would be cleared in 72 hours; contrarily the exporters' claims had not 
been paid for the last seven months. 
 
Zubair Motiwala, Chairman Council of All Pakistan Textile Mills Associations, said the 
industry was confused whether the government wanted to promote exports and 
industry or destroy them. “The SME (small and medium enterprises) exporters are hit 
hard, as all their liquidity is stuck. Around 10 percent SME units have already closed.” 
 
Motiwala said the cost of production had increased manifold and local producers could 
not compete with the regional competitors, due to which exports markets were being 
lost. “We are not demanding any additional favours. We are only asking the government 
to provide us with a even playing field with the competitors such as India and 
Bangaldesh,” he said. 
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The industrialists also opposed proposed hike in utilities tariff. 
 
“It seems the government intentionally wants to destroy the industry in Karachi, which 
constitutes over 50 percent of exports revenue as bombs are being dropped on it one by 
one in the shape of retrospective increase in electricity prices, higher interest rates, 
stuck refunds, and further increase in gas prices,” Motiwala said. 
 
It is the time that government and Prime Minister take notice of the situation and take 
measures to save industry, industrialists said. 
 
The exporters also slammed the imposition of 17 percent sales tax on export-oriented 
sectors, which they said was unilaterally imposed by the government despite of the 
stakeholders’ strong objections. 
 


